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DEKA ROUND-JIG SILVER 4/0

Our standard Jig that offers everything that you expect from a jig head:

Extremely sharp and durable hooks (quality of VanFook, made in Japan!)
Clean deburred lead head
Highlighted weight label
Free Lead hook shank without nose
Integrated bait holder

The DEKA Jigheads are produced in collaboration with Japanese hooks specialist VanFook, because only 
with excellent hooks as the basis, also excellent Jigheads be realized.

The short hook shank of the hook VanFook allow pronounced bait action and the displacement of the hook 
tip to the eye at the same time ensures a safe "Hook Setting" - because of the sharpness of this is often done 
without stop solely by the string tension.

Due to the lack of lead nose on the hook legs, the DEKA Jigheads suitable for sensitive rubber bait because 
they are no longer bursting. The bait holder from wire at the bottom of the hook shank, nevertheless reliably 
prevent peeling off the rubber bait during casting and bite, so the bait on the hook holds very long.

Important note: The bait holder fulfills its purpose even if the rubber bait is to be drawn by hand! This can 
cause damage to the bait. If one wants to change the bait more often on the same jig head or separate storage 
after use, you can also compress the hook holder easily or remove the barbs.



Which hook size fits which bait?

DEKA Jig 1/0: Bait Breath TT Shad 3.2 Inch, Fish Arrow Flash-J Shad 4 Inch
DEKA Jig 3/0: Bait Breath TT Shad 4 Inch, Fish Arrow Flash-J Pintail 5 Inch
DEKA Jig 5/0: Bait Breath TT Shad 4.8 Inch, Fish Arrow Flash-J Shad 5 Inch

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=66555f9f1fa93d0e2624fa00546f9195

